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We analyse all possibilities of lepton and family non-conservation in the standard SU(3)x  SU(2)x  U(1) gauge model induced 
by the existence of new scalars which can couple to the standard leptons, with emphasis  on neutrino masses, muon decays 
(/~- ---, e -  "t, /~- ~ e e e ÷ ) and muon ium-an t i -muon ium oscillations. 

In the standard SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) model of 
electroweak and strong interactions [ 1 ] ,  lepton num- 
ber is automatically conserved. In addition, the family 
numbers are separately conserved. Although it appears 
rather difficult to observe lepton- or family-number 
violating processes in the immediate future, we should 
not lose sight of the fact that there is no satisfactory 
reason for the existence of  these global symmetries 
and they may very well be a low energy phenomenon. 
Of course, explicit violation [2] of lepton- as well as 
baryon-number is one of the basic features of GUT's. 
In this paper we confme ourselves to the standard 
SU(3) X SU(2) X U(1) gauge group with three fami- 
lies of  leptons and explore all possibilities that can 
lead to lepton- or family.number non-conservation in 
view of the present available experimental limits [3]. 

The leptonic sector of the standard model consists 
of 

e O = (1, -1  ; +1), 

where the index zero specifies that these are the weak 
eigenstates. The last entry refers to lepton number, 
coupled to possibly more than one Higgs doublet 
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via the Yukawa lagrangian 

(1) 

The indices i , /=  1, 2, 3 are family indices while k 
numbers the Higgs isodoublets. 

Denoting by U the unitary matrix that diagonalizes 
the charged-lepton mass matrix 

nii(e  ) --- ot(1)v 1 + ot(i2)v 2 + .. . ,  

the Yukawa lagrangian in terms of the rotated fields 
I 

L' -= U 'L ,  e L = Ue L (2) 

becomes 

.1~ 0 = ('~L )im i(D)(e)(eR )i 

" a/'~'(1)H(1) 4" 'V(2)14(2) + ...)(eL) i + h.c., (3) --  [,,.L J i ~ i ]  + - Nil -*+ 

where eiL , eiR are the left- and fight.handed eigenvec- 
tors of n i l  ( e )  

mD(e) ---- U(ot(1)H(01) + ot(2)H(02) + ...) U*, (4) 

and 

Ot '(1) = U a  (1) U t , 0[ (2) --= Uot (2) U t . . . . .  ( 5 )  

The rotated Yukawa matrices a '(1), a '(2), ... are not in 
general diagonal and family mixing is present unless 
the bare Yukawa matrices are proportional to each 
other or, of  course, ff one has only one Higgs field. 
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The case of flavour mixing Higgs couplings does not 
appear to be very attractive however, since it offers no 
explanation of the smallness of the off-diagonal ele- 
ments in ~'(1), a'(2); .... 

Family- and lepton.number violation is, of course, 
possible if one is willing to extend the field content of 
the theory by the introduction of exotic fields differ- 
ent from the above mentioned. This can be done by 
introducing new fermions or new spin-zero bosons. 
The only interesting fermionic possibility is the well- 
known case of  the "right-handed neutrino" a gauge 
singlet fermion N R = (1, 0; 1) in three family varieties 
[4]. No other new fermion can be introduced with re- 
normalizable and gauge invariant couplings to L and 
e R. The possibility of additional families reiterates the 
same question. With the right-handed neutrino, the 
following terms become possible: 

8.~ = ,*'~0 E0~i i "L'(b(1)fi(1)il + b(2)fi(2) + ...)NO 

1M NI0"~ NI 0 
i " ' i / - iL  ~TR + h.c. (6) 

The Higgs doublets R = (2, - { ; 0) could be just ir2H* 
or new fields. The Majorana massMii which breaks lep- 
ton number explicitly could arise from the expectation 
value of a gauge-singlet spin-zero field [5] (the 
majoron) but since no compelling reason in favour of 
spontaneously broken lepton number exists, we shall 
try to be as general as possible and consider it as an 
arbitrary matrix in family space. 

If [2 isthe orthogonal matrix that diagonalizesM, 
then the Yukawa lagrangian becomes 

8./2= (viei)LtUi]'- - "  ,L,(1)~(l)n + bi 1,(2)-(2)H + ...) NjR 

~" ~ i  bIiN i + h.c., (7) 

where 

Nj = NiL +NiR. 
In terms of the rotated fields N R = [2N O, where 

M (N) - OMO f (8) 

and 

b '(1) = Ub(DO ~, b '(2) = U.b(2)O t . . . . .  (9) 

The neutrino Dirac mass matrix 

h'(1), +b  '(2), +... (10) mi](v) = ~ i] Vl i/ ~2 
is not in general diagonal, not even in the minimal 

case of one Higgs doublet, due to the fact that the 
matrices U and I2 are independent. Restricting our- 
selves in the minimal case of one Higgs doublet the 
resulting Yukawa lagrangian becomes 

~ y = L / ~ D H e R + L i b i / ~ I N R + ~  imp. N / N i + h . c . ( l l )  

The induced family mixing for the standard leptons is 

(L i fi) bik (3 t -  1)klbli H* L~ , 

while the neutrino mass eigenvalues are approximately 
M and b M - l b  (H0)2. The scale M is determined by the 
limits on the left-handed neutrino mass. 

Lepton- and family-number violation could also 
arise due to an extended bosonic sector. The only 
new spin-zero bosons that can couple in a renormal- 
izable and gauge invariant way to the standard leptons 
are the fields 

S - = ( 1 , 1 ) ,  A=(1 , - -2 ) ,  T = ( 3 , - 1 ) .  (12) 

Their Yukawa couplings are 

iR 

_ _  , - r  

+di / ( l~ iLeiL)-~(  ,e ) -c * + fi/eiLelR A + h.c., 
x/r2 - --'iR - (13) 

while, if we include also the right-handed neutrino, the 
following coupling is also possible 

8.~(y2) _ - e - hi jNiR~LS + h.c., (14) 

where S = (1, - 1 )  could be the complex conjugate of 
S or a new field. Lepton number is conserved if we as- 
sign L(S) = 2, L(T) = 2, L(A) = 2. Nevertheless, it 
would be unnatural to exclude cubic or quartic scalar 
boson couplings which can violate lepton number ex- 
plicitly. The following lepton-number non-conserving 
couplings are possible: 

8 V = #HH'S + f r i T H '  +/a"SSA +/a"T2A + ... + b.c. 
(15) 

The mass parameters/a, it' ... are arbitrary for the mo- 
ment but it is natural to consider them of the same or- 
der of magnitude. 

It should be pointed out that the Yukawa matrices 
e, d , f  in (13) and h in (14), since they have nothing to 
do with the lepton mass matrices, are in general non- 
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diagonal. The coupling of the ringlet [6] 

e~ R _ - c * Ci] eiLV}R)S + h.c. (16) 

is necessarily antisymmetric in family space due to 
SU(2) invariance, a feature quite interesting which 
leads to family mixing naturally. We should stress that 
this concludes all possibilities of lepton- and family- 
number violation in the framework of the standard 
gauge group. Guided by phenomenology and present 
experimental limits we shall obtain limits on the pa- 
rameters of the new fields.- 

Neutrino masses and mixings. Left-handed neu- 
trinos can acquire Majorana masses either through 
mixing with the right-handed neutrino or by radiative 
corrections due to the diagrams involving couplings of 
the new bosons [7]. The generated neutrino masses 
a r e :  

A? ~) ~ (L.F-I)(bM-lb)(Ht.L e) + h.c. 

= (~iL)(~eR)(bikMklbk/)(~Io)2 + h.c. (17) 

and 

(S,T,A) ~, (L.N)JI(H~. L e) + (LeJ2Le)(Ht ¢ ~) +h.c., 
(18) 

where J1 and J2 are functions which are calculated 
from the loop integrals. The dominant contribution in 
(18) comes from the one-loop diagram of fig. 1 which 
gives 

e.. 2 ,1____~ # m/2(e) - m2(e) in/aS 
A?(S'T)- (~iL)(VTR) ( 16. .2  _/a2, , 2 ,  

+ dii # 'm/*(e)+mt(e) ln#@~ (19) 
l&r 2 #2  _ , ~ ,  , ~ , ] "  

¥ 

S,T I 
i ) , ~ '  ' 

/ x 

I 
. I  

Fig. 1. Neutdno masses. 

D Ce m2 

Oa/16~r2)(# 2 -/~2,) In(,u2//a2,) 0 

+ 0a,/16rr2)0a2 2 2 2 
- un,) tn(UX/UH,) 

The presence of a second doublet is necessary and we 
have assumed that its couplings are diagonal and of the 
same order as the ones of the usual Higgs doublet. 
When the triplet is considered we must assume of 
course that no appreciable expectation value is asso- 
ciated with it so that the successful relation M z 
= M w cos 0 w is not spoiled. 

The experimental limits on neutrino masses can 
readily translate into limits on the parameters appear- 
ing in (17) and (19). Since we are in no position to 
know something about the structure of b and M, we 
only deduce from (17) that 

(b2(~Io)2/M)ma x ~ 0(10 eV). 

The natural value of b (H o) is of the order of the 
charged-lepton masses. Thus, for b (H 0) ~ O(mr), we 
get 

m ~ 10 8 GeV, 

which is by the way in agreement with astrophysical 
limits in ease M is associated with the majoron [5]. 
The neutrino mass generated by (19) leads to analo- 
gous limits on the relevant parameters. In that case 
the neutrino mass matrix can be but in the form 

C erm 2 

crum2 

0 

2dee m2 deum2 derm2 l 
X 2du m2 durm2 . (20) 

2drrm 2 

Assuming Ceu ~Ce¢ ~ cr, = c, deu ~ der "~ dt~ r -- d 
and dee -~duu ~drr = d ,  we get 

c •  (S.T) 
(UL) 

-26me 2 3'm~ 3,m 2 ] 

28m 2 7m 2 , 

2~mr2 

(211 

where 
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8=O.t'/16rt2)[d/~2-1a2,)] In~2//a2,), 

7 = (//167r2) [a/~ 2 -/a2,)] In~2T/.2,) 

+ - :.,)I 

The eigenvalues of  (21) can be estimated, assuming 
0(7) ~ 0(8), to be 

~(Vl) ~ (~i - 7)m~, 

C~(v2,v3) ~6 [I -+(I + 272/82)l121m2r: (22) 

It is natural to assume that/a' "-/a ""/a S ~/~T and that 
/JH' "~ O(mw)- Then 

~ t  (v 1) = (~ - 7 ) m ~ ,  

~ o ( a / 4 , r )  Drn2u/~2 -,n~v)] lnOa2/m2w) £ o( I0  eV), 

which translates into 

V ~ m TeV. (23) 

An even stronger constraint can be obtained ff one con- 
siders the induced neutrino oscillations [7]. In that 
case one gets/a ~> 1000 TeV. 

It is highly unlikely of  course that both neutrino 
mass mechanisms operate, if they operate at all. A1. 
though the right-handed neutrino mechanism is more 
economical it has the unpleasant feature that it in- 
volves very large mass scales and that it provides us 
with absolutely no information about the presence or 
not of family mixing. On the other hand, the boson.in. 
duced neutrino mass due to the presence of the anti- 
symmetric couplings to S automatically involves big 
mixings independently of the actual value of the scale 
/a. 

/. 
!, 

¢ ¢  L 

Fig. 2. ta ~ e~/via flavour mixing Higgs couplings. 

--> e - 7  which can proceed via the diagram of fig. 2 
provided that a flavour mixing coupling to a second 
Higgs doublet L/H'e/R exists. We shall not devote any 
time to this well-studied case ,1 but we proceed to 
analyze other possibilities. 

The AL = 2 vertex ~LV~ induced by the right- 
handed neutrino contains off-diagonal elements but 

-- , b  
cannot lead to a/a L e L operator unless it appears 
twice in which case it will be highly suppressed and 
therefore uninteresting. The new boson couplings on 
the other hand provide new possibilities. Among these 
possibilities the one realized by the singlet S seems 
most attractive since the existence of off-diagonal cou. 
plings is automatic. 

la- -> e -  7 via the singlet S. Fig. 3 shows the rele- 
vant diagrams that involve an S, v L loop. The most 
general form for the on-shell (q2 = 0)/a -+ e7 ampli. 
tude is given by 

c//C(au -+ e7) = ~e(FM +FM7S)imuaovqPeVuu, (24) 

where e ~ is the photon polarization vector and oov 
- ~l[7p, 7v]- Then, the decay rate is 

P ~  -+ eT) = (mSu/81r) (IFMI 2 + IFMI2). (25) 

After the computation of FM, F~l from the diagrams 
of fig. 3 the decay rate is found to be *~ 

Muon decays. It is well known that flavour mixing 
Higgs couplings lead to family-number violation in 
muon decays. The most popular such decay is/a- 

::t Since the late 1950's numerous papers have appeared. For 
a recent review see ref. [8]. 

,2 For detailed calculations see ref. [9]. 

s/:  
f 

ur 

S -  S- 

lav ~r 

Fig. 3. ta ~ e~/via the singlet S. 
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I'Oa ~ e"l) = (e214n)(cu~.%e/768n2)2 mSu/ta4. (26) 

On the other hand, the rate of  the usual muon decay 

~ -  -~ e -~u  ~e) is 

-* = GFrnu/192n 3 . (27) F O  ePeV u) 2 5 

Therefore the branching ratio will be 

R S = l " ( t a  ~ eT)/F(# -~ ePeV u) 

= (fin40w/384rt3)(CurCe/e)2(mw/taS)4 

4.48 X 10 -5 (curCre)2(mw/taS)4. (28) 

For cur ~-- Cre ~ 0.I  we get 

R S ~ 4 . 5  X 10-9(mw/taS )4 (29) 

which even for la s = 10 TeV gives a rather suppressed 
ratio R ~< O(10 -17)  very much below the present ex- 
perimental limit Rex p ( 1.7 X 10 -10.  

ta- -* e - 7  via the doubly charged singlet A. This 
case is entirely analogous to the previous one. The rele- 
vant diagrams are shown in fig. 4. We did not obtain a 
limit on taa from the neutrino mass matrix since the 
related diagrams are at least of  two-loop order and 
therefore this limit is covered by the lower limit on/a s . 
A limit on taA can be obtained from ta- -~ e+e -e  - 
which can proceed at the tree level with one A ex- 
change (fig. 6). As we shall see shortly we get taa 
>~ 3 × 103 GeV. 

From the diagrams of  fig. 4 with an explicit calcula- 
tion we arrive at the result for the branching ratio 

RA "~ 2.5 X lO-8(mw/tazx) 4, (30) 

where we have assumed that fee =fue  ~ 0.1. Using the 
constraint obtained above for tsa,  we get 

R A ~ 1.26 X 10-14,. (31) 

It  is evident that ta- -~ e - 7  can also be mediated by 
the triplet T yielding a similar value for R.  

We next turn to the ta ~ 3e decay. This process is 
interesting from the experimental as well as from the 
theoretical point of  view [8].  We will analyze the same 
possibilities as before. 

ta t -~ et e+ e - via the singlet S. There are three 
classes of  one loop diagrams which are shown in fig. 5. 
We will start our discussion with the box diagram (fig. 
5). The relevant amplitude takes the form 

c~  = (GF/Vr~) (k/vC~)(1 - P12)~(p2)Tv(1 + 75)V(Pe) 

X ~(pl)TV(1 + 75)u(pu)  , 

where 

k=(1/32rr2)[(c2u+c2 )c c /g2]m2m2/ta4~, (32) 
TU e ¢  U r  w U 

where g is the usual SU(2) coupling constant. There- 
fore the branching ratio becomes 

R = Ikl 2. (33) 

i 
/ N 

e 4 

~,¢, .  

/ \ 
\ 

N- 
e *  

4 \ 

Fig. 4. U "~ e7 via the doubly charged singlet A. 

e _  
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Fig. 5. t* ~ 3e via the singlet S. 
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For ceu ~ Cer ~ 0.1,/.t S ~ 106 GeV we getR ~ 5 
X 10-30 which is much beyond the goals of  present 
experiments. The branching ratio can be larger if the 
singlet S is substantially lighter but in any case about 
107 times smaller than the contribution of A and T 
(with similar masses and couplings). 

There also exist diagrams mediated by the Z boson 
(fig. 5) but their contribution is negligible. The domi- 
nant contribution comes from those diagrams which 
involve a virtual photon. In the last case the decay rate 
is found to be 

p 0 a _ + 3 e ) ~ m  5 ~s 2 2 ~(t~ /rr)lFMI (34) # 

where a = e2/41r and F M is the same as in relation (25). 
It is worthwhile to write the branching ratio 

R s = r6u ~ 3e)/r6a ~ eT) 

7S ~(a/~r) 0.73 X 10 -2 ,  (35) 

which shows that/a ~ e7 is preferable over # ~ 3e 
from the point of view of the rate, which has also been 
found to hold for conventional models [8]. 

tx +- -~ e±e+ e - via the doubly charged singlet A. In 
this case we get from the tree level A-exchange diagram 
of fig. 6 

Rzx = p0a ~ 3e)/F6u -+ e~e~)  

= ~( fe# fee /g2)2(mW/#A)  4 . (36) 

Fig. 6. # ~ 3e via the doubly charged singlet A. 

2 - _ _  _ 

From the experimental limit R ~< 1.6 × 10 -10 we ob- 
tain 

(feefe~/la 2 )  ~ 10 -9  (GeV) -2.  (37) 

F ° r f e ,  ~ f e e  ~ 0.1 we get the constraint 

/a A ~> 3 X 103 GeV. (38) 

This is probably the most direct constraint on the dou. 
bly charged singlet. The process is observable in the fu. 
ture experiments even if/a A is an order of magnitude 
larger. 

Muonium-ant imuonium { m - ~  } oscillations. Such 
m- r~  oscillations can in principle occur in the pres- 
ence of interactions which can induce transitions of 
the type 

p+ **e +, e -  ÷~#-,  (39a) 

/j+ 4, # - ,  e -  ~, e +. (39b) 
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They can occur, o f  course, via the mass mechanism 
discussed above if the neutrinos are massive and ad- 
mixed. We notice, however that the mechanism (39a) 
occurs via the flavour changing ~ - ,  e - )  conversion 
twice while the other involves a mechanism analogous 
to that of  neutrinoless double/3-decay which also oc- 
curs twice. This implies that in the mass mechanism 
the oscillation period will be too long to be observed. 
This is not apparent in the discussion of  Halprin [10] 
because the suppression due to the small mixing be- 
tween the light and heavy neutrinos was not consid- 
ered. The above processes can in principle be measur- 
able if they are mediated by exotic Higgs particles [8].  
The relevant amplitude takes the form 

c~ = (GF/X/~) Kfi(p 2)(1 + 75)v (P l )  

X V(q2)(1 - "/5)u(ql) ,  (40) 

where p 1, P 2 are the muon momenta and q 1, q 2 the 
electronic momenta. K is a dimensionless quantity 
which will be given below for each model. Taking the 
non-relativistic limit o f  the amplitude (40) and using 
the 1S Coulomb wave functions for the electrons rela- 
tive to the muon we get the oscillation 

"/= (GF/X/2)IKI I~lS(0)l 2 "" IKl(a/rr)GFm2e, (41) 

which leads t o a n  oscillation period 

r = 1/"/= (1.3 × 10 -2  s)/IKI. (42) 

The value K depends on the mechanism involved. Thus, 
when 

(i) The process is mediated by the doubly charged 
isotriplet, then 

K = 2(cuuCee/g2)(mw/laT )2 . (43) 

F o r  Cee ~ cuu ,~ 0.1,/a T "" 106 GeV we get 

~" >t 4 × 107 s ~ 1.2 yr. (44) 

(ii) The process is mediated by the doubly charged 
singlet. Then eq. (40) remains the same except that "/5 

-"/5 and 

K = 2( feefuu/g2)(mw/gA) 2. (45) 

Using the bound obtained above on/a/,,/~ a ~> 3 X 103 
GeV, we get 

K ~ < 3 X  10 - 4  , r ~ 4 0 0 s .  (46) 

(fii) The process is mediated by S. In that case we 
get 

K = (1/321r 2) [(ICerl 2 + [cu~.[ 2)/g2] 

X (mw/las)2(mu/las)2. (47) 

For the above values of  couplings we get 

r ~ 2.3 X 1026 s ~ 5.1 X 1019 yr. (48) 

Two of  us (G.K. Leontaris and J.D. Vergados) are 
happy to acknowledge partial support of  this work by 
the Greek Ministry o f  Technology. 
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